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ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

PLAN REVIEW FOR PERMANENT RESTAURANT
Multnomah County Environmental Health is required by law to conduct a building
plan review for all new construction and any remodeling which requires a permit
from a local building department. The plan review process is designed to ensure that
construction complies with the applicable health codes, and that we are able to
license the resultant facility. Failure to apply for Health Department Plan Review prior
to construction may result in work being redone. And all applications, fees, etc. will
still be required. Many local building departments (including the City of Portland)
require a Multnomah County Health Department Plan Review prior to issuing building
permits.
The Plan Review process involves two steps: The first step is an evaluation of plans
in the Environmental Health office. Second, the on-site pre-opening inspection
ensures that the construction is done according to the submitted plans. If
construction is in compliance with the Environmental Health codes then we will give
our permission to open. All construction must be signed-off by the appropriate local
government agencies prior to opening. Within approximately two weeks of opening
the area Environmental Health Specialist will perform an unannounced scored
inspection.

RESTAURANT PLAN REVIEW REQUIREMENTS
OAR 333-161-0000 requires that plans be submitted for review when a food service
establishment is constructed or extensively remodeled. All construction must
conform to OAR 333-150-0000 through 333-156-0330 as printed in the “Food
Sanitarian Rules” published by the Oregon Health Division. The following information
must be submitted to County Environmental Health for review:
1. Proposed Menu (be specific)
2. Floor Plan to Scale
a. Include plans for all facilities including food preparation areas, restrooms,
mop washing areas, storage areas, self-service areas, waiting areas, etc., on
the floor plan submitted.
b. The equipment list must identify the location of equipment on the floor plan.
c. The plans must show adequate facilities for rapid cooling and cold holding
(commercial refrigerator, walk-in or ice bath). (OAR 333-151-0050)
d. The plans must show adequate facilities for rapid heating (stove and hot
holding, microwave). (OAR 333-151-0060)
3. Required Plumbing Fixtures
a. Mop sink or mop washing facilities. (OAR 333-156-0140)
b. Hand sink in each food prep area. (OAR 333-155-0140)
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c. Vegetable washing sink with an indirect waste. (OAR 333-151-0080, 333155-0140 and 333-156-0140)
d. Dishwashing facilities with an indirect waste. (OAR 333-154-0000 through
0050)
e. Restrooms. (OAR 333-155-0100 through 0130)
f. Show floor sinks and drains for all equipment used to hold food or ice that
produces disposable wastewater. (OAR 333-155-0090)
4. Seating layout; indicate the maximum number of seats.
5. Designate employees break area for eating, drinking and smoking. (OAR
333-152-0050)
6. List surface finishes for all walls, floors and ceilings. (333-156-0000
through 0120)
7. Ventilation. (OAR 333-153-0110, 333-156-0170 through 0180)
8. Hot water (heater tank size and BTU rating).
9. Garbage storage area and surfaces. (OAR 333-155-0180 through 0200)
Please note that all other local authorities must also approve your plans.

GENERAL RESTAURANT REQUIREMENTS

The following is not a complete list of the rules. Please see the current Food
Sanitation Rules for complete information.
1. All new food service establishments, establishments not previously licensed by
the Health Department and those not licensed for the preceding 12 months, must
comply with all current rules regarding plumbing, construction and equipment.
Plans: Submit plans for review and approval before the construction or
remodeling of a food service establishment.
2. Hand Washing Sinks: In establishments constructed or substantially remodeled
after July, 1965, hand-washing facilities shall be present in the food preparation
area and must be easily accessible. HAND WASHING SINKS MUST BE
SEPARATE FROM OTHER SINKS AND MAY NOT BE USED FOR FOOD
PREPARATION OR UTENSIL WASHING.
3. Food Preparation Sink: Provide cleanable construction. Hand washing and ware
washing is not allowed. Plumb the waste line indirectly.
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4. Dishwashing: Dishwashing must be accomplished either by means of a threecompartment sink or by an approved dishwashing machine. In either case, the
dishwashing area shall be equipped with drainboards or sorting tables; one for
soiled utensils, and one for clean utensils. These surfaces should be sufficient size
to handle peak loads in a sanitary manner. Two-compartment sinks for
dishwashing are not allowed.
a. Three-compartment Sinks: Each compartment shall be of sufficient size to
allow immersion of the largest utensil to be washed. Each compartment of the
sink shall be supplied with hot and cold running water. When possible these
must have indirect wastes.
b. Mechanical Dishwashing: The pressure of the final sanitizing rinse water
supplied to the machine shall not be less than 15 nor more than 25 pounds
per square inch (psi) measured in the water line immediately adjacent to the
final rinse control valve. A ¼ inch Iron Pipe Size (IPS) valve must be provided
immediately upstream from the final rinse water. Machine or water line
mounted thermometers, accurate to ± 3°F, must be provided to indicate the
temperature of the final rinse water as it enters the manifold. Plumb the drain
lines with an indirect connection.
i. Hot Temperature Type: If the machine sanitizes by means of hot water, it
must maintain a minimum wash and rinse temperature as specified by the
manufacturer and measured at the dish rack.
ii. Cold Temperature Type: If the machine sanitizes by means of chemical
injection, it must maintain a minimum wash temperature of 120°F and a
minimum rinse temperature of 75°F or higher if specified by the
manufacturer. The concentration of the chemical sanitizer injected during
the final rinse must be at least 50 ppm for chlorine types, 12.5 ppm for
iodine types. An approved test kit to accurately measure the concentration
of the chemical sanitizer must be provided and used on a regular basis.
5. Mop Sinks: Installation of a utility sink or curbed cleaning facility is required.
Any hose bibs require installation of vacuum breakers.
6. Cold Holding: Enough conveniently located refrigeration facilities or effectively
insulated facilities shall be provided to assure the maintenance of potentially
hazardous food at required temperatures during storage. Each mechanically
refrigerated facility storing potentially hazardous food shall be provided with a
numerically scaled spirit stem indicating thermometers accurate to ± 3°F, located
to measure the air temperature in the warmest part of the facility and located to
be easily readable. Recording thermometers, accurate to ± 3°F may be used in
lieu of indicating thermometers. Refrigerators equipped with a temperature
gauge visible from the exterior are acceptable.
7. Rapid Cooling: If perishable food will be cooled then a method to cool this food
must be provided. Commercial air cooled refrigerators or ice baths are
recommended for this purpose.
8. Hot Holding: Steam tables must maintain hot stored food at a temperature of
140°F or more. If hot holding units do not come equipped with thermometers,
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obtain metal stem product thermometers and keep them available to check
internal food temperatures.
9. Rapid Reheating: If perishable food will be reheated then it must be reheated
to 165°F within one hour. Home style crock-pots and steam tables are not
designed for this purpose.
10. Equipment: All equipment should be easily cleanable and in good repair. All
metal equipment should be free of rust and corrosion. Rusty/corroded metal
equipment should be replaced or refinished in an approved manner. Chipped,
painted wooden surfaces must be refinished. All stationary equipment should be
installed in a manner providing ease of cleaning beneath or behind the
equipment.
11. Indirect Waste: Any piece of equipment utilized to hold food, ice or dishware
that is equipped with a drain must waste indirectly to floor drains or floor sinks.
The distance between the bottom of the waste pipe and top of the drain must be
at least one inch or two waste pipe diameters.
12. Hoods: As per building and fire regulations.
13. Wall, Floor and Ceiling Construction: Floors, walls and ceilings must be
finished, smooth and easily cleanable. The use of smooth nonabsorbent, hard
materials (Fomica, stainless steel, FRP fiber glass reinforced polyethlene, etc.) on
the walls behind the dishwashing areas, pot and pan washing areas, mop
washing and in any other areas where damage may be done to the walls is highly
recommended. Wall/floor, wall/wall and wall/ceiling junctions should be tightly
joined and sealed. Coving is recommended for all noncarpeted floors. Carpets
may be installed in dining areas only. All gaps, cracks, crevices and holes shall be
repaired, filled, sealed and made smooth. Walls and ceiling shall be finished in a
light color in food preparation and servicing areas. Enclose or eliminate utility
service lines that prevent easy cleaning of walls or floors.
14. Lighting: Adequate shield lighting must be provided.
15. Doors and Windows: Restroom doors shall be self-closing. Exterior doors shall
be rodent proof (clearance should not exceed ¼ inch and should be as tight
fitting as possible). All openings to the outer air area to be screened to prevent
fly access (includes ventilation ports).
16. Storage Devices: All storage shall be at least 6 inches off the floor to permit
cleaning of the floor, except where storage is on a wheeled platform or sealed
base.
17. Locker, Dressing Rooms and Break Areas: Adequate storage areas should be
provided for employee clothing and personal items. A designated employees
break area for eating, drinking and smoking is required.
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18. Garbage Areas: Provide hard, cleanable surfaces of adequate size in these
areas. Outside containers must be covered and adequately sized.
19. Toxic Items: Toxic items must be stored, labeled and used as to ensure proper
use and prevent contamination of food and food preparation surfaces.
20. Clean Indoor Air: Per Multnomah County Ordinance #937, smoking is not
allowed indoors. The ordinance excludes bars and taverns, bar portions of
restaurants, bingo parlors and race courses, truck stops, designated smoking
rooms in hotels and motels, tobacco retail stores and private residences unless
the residence is used as an in-home child care, adult day care or healthcare
facility.
21. Self-serve: Be aware that all food or food items in the facility which are within
customer reach and are not prepackaged, must be protected from customer
contamination by a sneeze shield or other approved means.
22. Operation: DO NOT OPEN FOR BUSINESS UNTIL APPROVED BY MULTNOMAH
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH. CALL (503) 988-3400 FOR A PREOPENING
INSPECTION.

